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Abstract

This article tackles the objection that revealed preferences cannot causally explain. I mount a
causal explanatory defense by drawing out three conditions under which such preferences
can explain well, using an example of a successful explanation employing behavioral
preferences. When behavioral preferences are multiple realizable, they can causally explain
behavior well. Behavioral preferences also explain when agential preferences cannot be
analytically separated from the environment that produces the relevant behavior (Condition 2)
and when the environment is a significant causal factor (Condition 3). Thus, there are not
causal explanatory grounds to completely bar revealed preference explanations from social
science.

1. Introduction
Sometimes, social scientists aim to describe what happened: What percentage of male,
college-educated Americans voted for Donald Trump in 2016? Are gender differences
in alcohol consumption robust across cultures? Other times, social scientists seek to
predict—in a merely forecasting sense—what will happen. Are we due for another
financial crisis? Which labor inputs will increase productivity?1 Often, however, social
scientists aim to understand why a type of phenomenon occurs. Why are some
nations rich and others poor? What are the effects of mandatory K–12 schooling on
intergenerational wealth inequality?2

In economics, causal inference and psychologically enriched models have replaced
psychologically noncommittal theory as the preferred means to understand how the
world works (Alexandrova et al. 2021). Randomized controlled trials are held up as the
“gold standard” for causal inference (Gelman 2011, 956), and social scientists working
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1 Purely statistical machine-learning methods are increasingly used in the social sciences for such
predictive tasks (see Chalfin et al. 2016 for an example use of machine learning to predict which workers
will be the most productive).

2 The division of the tasks of social science into descriptive versus causal is taken from Gelman
(2011, 955).
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with observational data treat them—best case!—as if they were generated by a
conditionally randomized experiment (Hernán and Robins 2018, ch. 3). One of the
main aims of econometrics over the last three decades has been to estimate causal
effects across a wide variety of economic outcomes in different populations, which
has become particularly important for the evaluation of policies.

Complimenting the focus on causal inference in econometrics and applied
microeconomics is the use of experimental results from psychology by behavioral
economists to improve the psychological realism of economic models. Insights from
psychology are leveraged to create a new general model of rational human decision
making, such as prospect theory, or new macroeconomic models of mispricing in the
stock market (Froot and Dabora 1999), saving for retirement (Banks et al. 1998;
Laibson 1997), and so on.

The privileging of causal inference and psychological accuracy make rational
choice models of the behavior of economic agents seem, at best, out of step with the
times, none more so than so-called revealed preference approaches. Revealed
preference approaches, a set of theoretical and empirical research programs that
abstract away from the psychological causes of choice behavior, remain prevalent in
theoretical economics, especially in welfare economics, and in empirical research,
particularly in the study of consumer demand, and have been defended by economists
such as Ken Binmore (2009) and Farak Gul and Wolfgang Pesendorfer (2008).

“Revealed preference” is a somewhat unfortunate misnomer, as the name
connotes an inference to individual psychological states from evidence of what people
choose. The revealed preference program as defended by Binmore and Gul and
Pesendorfer interprets the concept of “preference” in a way that does not represent
any psychological states. Here, I will focus on behavioral preferences, which interprets
the concept of “preference” as a behavioral disposition attributable to an agent (more
on this in section 2).

If we take her at her word, the revealed preference theorist’s insistence that
“preference” ought to be interpreted in entirely behavioral terms seems to remove
her from the project of making causal inferences entirely. This tack has been taken by
some defenders of revealed preference approaches, such as Binmore (2008), who
argue that revealed preference approaches aim at prediction in the merely
forecasting sense. This defense leaves revealed preference approaches subject to a
serious objection, the causal explanation objection (see section 2). Ceteris paribus, a
theory that explains a set of phenomena is better than one that does not. And, if they
cannot causally explain, one might doubt that revealed preference approaches can
successfully claim such predictive advantage over psychologically realistic models as
to merit their continued inclusion in social scientific research programs.

In this article, I give a new explanatory defense of revealed preference approaches,
one that picks up on a line of defense suggested in Vredenburgh (2020). I argue that if
one assumes a counterfactual dependence theory of causal explanation, then
behavioral preferences, and thus revealed preferences, can causally explain agents’
choice behavior, and be part of a good explanation of those choices (sections 3 and 4).
So, the causal explanation objection is false.

In sections 5–7, I then go on to argue the further point that behavioral preferences
sometimes explain choice better than explanations that appeal to psychological
preferences. I draw out three conditions under which behavioral preferences may
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explain choice better than psychological preferences. The first condition is when the
behavioral disposition is multiply realized by different psychological mechanisms
(section 5). Here the explanatory defense is conditional: If one accepts multiply
realizable properties that explain better than their realizers, then one should
accept that dispositional preferences can causally explain behavior better than
psychological preferences. This argument, however, raises the objection that
behavioral preferences really pick out psychological preferences. In section 6,
I rebut this objection. This objection also invites us to explore other conditions under
which behavioral preferences explain well. Section 7 ends by exploring two further
conditions: when the behavioral disposition lies at the intersection of the agent and
her environment (Condition 2) and when the agent is highly constrained by her
environment (Condition 3).

2. Dispositional preferences and the causal explanation objection
Paul Samuelson’s (1938) “A Note on the Pure Theory of Consumer’s Behavior”
originated the revealed preference program in microeconomics. Samuelson showed
that consumer demand can be modeled by demand functions—the amount of each
good that will be purchased given a set of prices and the agent’s income—and
consistency constraints on those demand functions. The key consistency constraint
on choices proposed by Samuelson is the so-called Weak Axiom of Revealed
Preference (WARP), which states that if a consumer purchases bundle B at price
p when bundle C was available, then, if C is chosen at price q, B is not available.
The consumer’s actions are taken to “reveal” a preference for B over C, where
revelation is merely a matter of engaging in a certain pattern of consistent behavior.
Samuelson is also commonly read as arguing that consumer demand should be
modeled with revealed rather than psychological preferences, as the study of
consumer demand would be better off if it were to jettison psychological concepts.3

Samuelson’s work spawned a fruitful theoretical and empirical research program.
Philosophers of economics, such as Dietrich and List (2016a), Hands (2012, 2013),
Hausman (2011), Guala (2012), and Thoma (2021) have focused on methodological and
interpretational questions around theoretical and empirical revealed preference
modeling in microeconomics. This article contributes an explanatory defense of
revealed preference approaches to those debates. The defense is very much in the
spirit of Guala (2019) and Clarke (2020), who argue that the scientist’s explanatory or
epistemic task ought to determine the interpretation of “preference” at play.

The foundation of this explanatory defense is an interpretation of revealed
preferences as behavioral dispositions to choose.4 Once one interprets a revealed

3 According to Hausman (2011), Samuelson is best interpreted as maintaining that revealed
preferences are defined in terms of an agent’s actual choices. There are interesting interpretational
issues regarding Samuelson’s interpretation of revealed preferences and whether it was consistent
throughout his work (see Hands 2014 for one discussion).

4 The explanatory defense of revealed preferences in this article is very much inspired by Guala (2019),
who defends a view of preferences as belief-dependent dispositions to choose. According to Guala (ibid.,
384), these preferences can be realized in different ways depending on the “circumstances of choice and
on the characteristics of the decision-maker.” This article can be viewed as contributing to his
explanatory defense by identifying conditions under which behavioral preferences explain. It is also in
the spirit of Cartwright’s (1989) defense of capacities as central to science, but it does not assume that
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preference as a behavioral disposition to choose, it becomes apparent that
revealed preference approaches are continuous with other modeling practices in
the social sciences that focus on patterns in agents’ behavior under certain
conditions, rather than their psychological states.

Accordingly, in this article, I will deal with the general notion of a dispositional
preference, which is uncoupled from any particular mathematical representation or
rational requirements on preferences. A dispositional preference, as I conceptualize
it, is a simple behavioral rule that results in a choice of the same option across a particular
type of context. A dispositional preference can be represented by different types of
mathematical objects, such as a complete and transitive binary relation or a decision
rule. And, they may be embedded in different types of models, such as rational choice
theoretic models or agent-based models. In other words, one should think of
dispositional preference as a genus, of which there may be many species, each defined
in part by the specific rational requirements. Common to these species is the fact that
each is a behavioral disposition that meets at least the minimal requirement of
consistent choice in the same context.

The dialectical upshot of examining questions about behavioral preferences
generally is to move beyond the well-developed, theory-backed intuitions about how
to interpret “preference” in rational-choice models (either behaviorally or mentally).
By examining agent-based models, we may sidestep some entrenched assumptions to
revisit the question of whether a behavioral dispositional can explain.

Of course, one might resist this move and object that dispositional preferences, as
outlined in the preceding text, are not preferences.5 Preferences, continues the
objection, have a certain kind of rational structure. In particular, preferences are
transitive: If I prefer vacations at the seaside to vacations in the mountains, and
vacations in the mountains to vacations in the desert, then I ought to prefer vacations
at the seaside to vacations in the desert. Transitivity establishes a consistency in one’s
actions, and that consistency makes one’s preferences rational. A simple behavioral
rule, by contrast, need not have that rational structure. In particular, a behavioral
rule need not be transitive.

There are a number of possible responses here, which are mutually supporting.
The first response is that we should take transitivity in one’s choice behavior as a
contentious theoretical posit that needs further argument, rather than as an obvious
truth about rationality. It is not obvious that choosing cake over pie one day and pie
over the cake the next is troublingly inconsistent (ruling out preference change,
indifference, or other explanations), unlike believing that there is cake on the table
and believing there is no cake on the table. So, it is at least not obvious that it is
rationally required of agents that their preferences are transitive.6

capacities underlie causal structure, nor that economic models are generally successful at isolating
capacities (see Alexandrova and Northcott 2013).

5 Thanks to Richard Bradley for this objection.
6 The money pump argument is usually taken as one of the strongest normative arguments in favor of

a requirement of transitive preferences (see Ramsey 1928 for a canonical statement of the argument); for
a canonical argument that preferences aren’t required to be transitive, see Quinn’s (1990) discussion of
the self-torturer case.
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The second response is that this article is concerned with descriptive applications
of rational choice theory, rather than with normative applications. For predictive and
explanatory purposes, transitivity may be too strong a requirement on preference,
especially if contexts are only individuated by the (intrinsic) properties of the objects
of choice, as is standard in mainstream rational choice theoretic modeling (Dietrich
and List 2016b). Of course, it is theoretically desirable that preferences are partially
picked out by their satisfaction of certain rationality requirements, to distinguish
preferences from mere behavior. But preferences can still have a rational structure
under more minimal requirements of consistency (say, pair-wise consistency). Or a
different account of rationality may be appropriate for some subspecies of preference.
One promising example is so-called ecological rationality, according to which a
decision rule would be rational if it helps the agent to achieve a specified goal in light
of the structural features of its environment (Simon 1968). Ecological rationality
seems a more fitting concept for the type of agential rationality attributable to agents
in agent-based models, discussed in the next section.

With the dispositional account of preferences in hand, we can now turn to the causal
explanation objection. That objection is an extremely simple one. The first premise of
the argument is just a statement of the revealed preference interpretation at issue in
this article: Revealed preferences are behavioral dispositions. The second premise of the
argument states that behavioral dispositions cannot causally explain choices. And so,
the argument concludes, revealed preferences cannot causally explain choices.

This objection strikes many—proponents and critics of revealed preferences
alike—as so obvious that its conclusion is often assumed, rather than argued for.
After all, Premise 1 is merely a restatement of the interpretation of revealed
preferences at issue. So, all the heavy lifting in the argument is done by Premise 2,
which seems uncontestable. For example, Binmore (2009, 19–20), a staunch defender
of revealed preferences, asserts that:

In revealed-preference theory, it isn’t true that Pandora chooses b rather than a
because the utility of b exceeds the utility of a. This is the Causal Utility Fallacy.
It isn’t even true that Pandora chooses b rather than a because she prefers b to a.
On the contrary, it is because Pandora chooses b rather than a that we say that
Pandora prefers b to a, and assign b a larger utility.

For Binmore, the representation of an agent as preferring b to a just is a
representation of her choice of b over a. In our terms, it is just a representation of a
behavioral disposition to choose b over a. So, the disposition cannot explain the
choice (Vredenburgh 2020). On the side of the critics, Hausman (2000, 106) also asserts
that revealed preferences cannot cause choice behavior, as “it is only preference (not
preference* [Hausman’s term for the revealed preference interpretation given in
section 2]) that combines with belief to determine choice.” As we will see in section 6,
Hausman (2011) takes it to be conceptually impossible that a dispositional preference
causes choice because behavioral dispositions cannot combine with mental states to
produce choice.

To rebut the causal explanation objection, then, one must rebut Premise 2, that a
behavioral disposition cannot causally explain. Sections 3 and 4 of this article do
just that.

Philosophy of Science 5



3. Revealed preferences and causal explanations: Schelling’s spatial
proximity model
The case that behavioral preferences can explain is built on the example of a
theoretical model from Thomas Schelling (1971). Schelling’s model is a highly
idealized “toy model”: It makes a number of simplifying, false assumptions, and
represents a small number of causal factors (Reutlinger et al. 2018). However, building
the argument around the example of Schelling’s spatial proximity model has three
advantages for our purposes. First, it is simple and easy to present. Second, it
substantiates one of the claims of section 2, that behavioral preferences are used in
models that are not rational choice theoretic models. Third, Schelling’s discussion of
how to model segregation that accompanies his spatial segregation model supports
the behavioral preference interpretation of the model and explanatory claims of this
and the next section. Furthermore, despite being a toy model, Schelling’s model can
be used to generate so-called how possibly explanations in terms of possible causes of
segregation. As I will argue in the following text, the model highlights a sparse
number of potentially significant causal factors of segregation, such as agents’
behavioral tendencies. This claim is all that is needed for the argument, whose aim is
to reject the impossibility of causal explanations in terms of behavioral preferences
(ibid.). Furthermore, sociologists have gone on to develop more complex versions of
Schelling’s model, including models of segregation in actual cities (Benenson et al.
2002). Thus, more sophisticated versions of Schelling’s model plausibly pick out actual
causal structure linking behavioral preferences and choices.

Schelling’s (1971) work on segregation is an often-cited, powerful example of how
troubling aggregate results can emerge from seemingly innocuous individual
preferences. His simple agent-based model generates explanations of patterns of
residential segregation, and it spawned one approach to studying residential
segregation based on modeling individual preferences.

Schelling’s (1971) so-called spatial proximity model aims to model how patterns of
segregation are produced by individual choices in responses to incentives. The model
contains a population of agents which is divided into two groups (call them “dogs”
and “cats”). The agents occupy spaces on a grid, with a maximum of one agent
occupying each space. Each dog has a preference tolerance threshold F, which is a real
number between 0 and 1 that represents a preference for the percentage of fellow
group-members in adjacent cells (and the same for cats). That preference is cashed
out in behavioral terms: What it is to have a preference tolerance threshold of .4, for
example, is to remain in one’s cell if the percentage of fellow dogs in adjacent cells is
at or above 40%, and to move otherwise.

The agents in the model therefore choose in accordance with a simple decision
rule encoded in the preference tolerance threshold. The agent’s preference tolerance
threshold summarizes dynamic patterns of behavior that involves two different types
of counterfactual scenarios: If a dog were to be surrounded by too few dogs, she would
move; otherwise, she would stay put. This decision rule is thus plausibly interpreted
as ascribing a behavioral disposition to agents, where there is a robust dependency of
an action on features of the surrounding environment.

Let us call agents who occupy a cell where the percentage of fellow group-
members in adjacent cells is above their preference tolerance threshold “satisfied,”
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and agents where the percentage is below their preference tolerance threshold
“dissatisfied.” Time is divided into discrete units (call one unit of time a “turn”). The
rule for agent movement is that in each turn, satisfied agents remain in their cell, and
dissatisfied agents move to the closest empty cell where they will be satisfied.

Different parameters of the model can then be adjusted to see which equilibria are
produced. The spatial proximity model is best known for the case in which each
group’s tolerance threshold is the same and the groups are of roughly equal size. The
model has two equilibrium states: When F< 1/3, a random pattern emerges; when
F> 1/3, a segregated pattern emerges. Adjusting the parameters of the model and
observing the resulting equilibria reveals dependencies between the final equilibrium
state and the values of the initial parameters, especially the agents’ tolerance
threshold.

There are, of course, a number of causally relevant factors that determine an
individual’s choice of neighborhood in the actual world, such as the price of housing,
the agent’s budget constraint, and so on, which are left out of the model.
Furthermore, many cases of segregation result from the structure of an institution or
organized action by a subset of agents. Schelling is explicit that his model does not
model these mechanisms, with the caveat that it is difficult to draw a clean line
between economic, institutional, and individual preference-based mechanisms of
segregation (1971, 144). Still, there is a good case to be made that Schelling’s model
explains patterns of segregation when individual discriminatory preferences—that is,
preferences to associate with a certain percentage of people who are “like me”—are
the primary causal factor.

The generalizations represented by Schelling’s spatial segregation model causally
explain agents’ choices. I contend that the dynamics of all the individuals’
movements, as determined by their behavioral dispositions, number of members
of each group, and the ability to move freely between rounds according to their
behavioral disposition, causally explain patterns of segregation for systems in which
there are no other causes of segregation that significantly affect the outcome (such as
the institutional and economic causes mentioned in the preceding text).

This claim is supported by the theorist’s ability to use the model to ask and answer
counterfactual questions about what equilibria result from changes to the model’s
parameters. Here, I am assuming a broadly counterfactual account of causation and
causal explanation (Hall and Paul 2013). For example, we can use the model to answer
questions such as: If dogs’ and cats’ preference tolerance thresholds were lower,
would there still be a stable equilibrium pattern of segregation? As was mentioned in
the preceding text, the spatial proximity model gives a cutoff point (F< 1/3) below
which individuals’ behavioral dispositions do not produce a stable equilibrium
pattern of segregation (assuming roughly equal group size). Furthermore, there is a
range of interventions that change dogs’ and cats’ preference tolerance thresholds
and thereby change the cutoff point. This indicates that we can use the model to
understand how patterns of segregation counterfactually vary according to different
dispositional preferences, holding all else fixed.

The ability to ask and answer such counterfactual questions on the basis of
interventions on variables in the model indicates an underlying causal model that is
driving the dynamics modeled by the spatial segregation model. Thus, we have
a causal explanation of an aggregate outcome—namely, segregated residential
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housing—in terms of a disposition of agents to behave in a certain way under
different conditions, which is efficiently summarized by a decision rule. In other
words, a dispositional preference explanation.

Say that Schelling’s model does indeed make a compelling case that dispositional
preferences can, in principle, causally explain choices. And yet, the causal explanation
objection of section 2 has struck many as extremely compelling. Where does that
objection go wrong?

My diagnosis is that some of the disagreement rests on an ambiguity in “choices.”
In the case of individual choices of particular options, the revealed preference
theorist may grant that revealed preferences approaches do not allow the theorist to
construct good causal explanations. After all, there often is easily accessible
information about the agent’s psychological states that more robustly explains her
choices. For example, a psychological explanation of why an agent chose what she did
in terms of the reasons for her choice can be used to explain choices of new options,
whereas a revealed preference explanation cannot be so used (Dietrich and
List 2016b). However, when “choices” is understood as the aggregate pattern of
individuals’ choices, then dispositional preferences do sometimes explain. More
precisely, a set of dispositional preferences either causally explain the resulting states
that are partially constituted by a set of individuals’ choices, or states that causally
depend on those choices.

Schelling’s model thus offers support for the possibility of causal explanations that
feature dispositional preferences. If the argument bears out, this undermines a
powerful argument in the philosophy of economics literature, according to which
revealed preferences cannot causally explain choices (Hausman 2000, 2011; see
section 6 for further discussion). However, it does not support the continued inclusion
of dispositional preferences in the modeler’s toolkit. In addition, we ought to ask
whether dispositional preferences can be part of good explanations. In particular, any
defense of the explanatory power of dispositional preferences has to address the
claim that psychological preferences always explain better. The rest of the article
defends the explanatory power of dispositional preferences against such a threat.

4. Are dispositional preference explanations good explanations?
Causal explanations are easy to come by. For example, say that Edith asks Federica
why a running car moves forward at a certain speed. Federica explains that a running
car moves forward because it’s not in reverse and because the person driving pressed
the gas pedal down a certain amount. According to counterfactual dependence
accounts of causation and causal explanation, Federica’s explanation is indeed an
explanation—the speed of the car depends on how much the gas pedal is depressed.
But it is, intuitively, not a very good explanation, especially when contrasted with an
explanation of the car’s forward movement that gives information about the internal
workings of the engine.7 More generally, scientists, engineers, and other generators
and users of explanations also care about whether the relevant explanations are good

7 Hitchcock and Woodward (2003, 184) discuss the relative explanatory power explanations of plant
growth that appeal to an explanatory generalization relating water and fertilizer to plant height versus
explanations that appeal to plant physiology.
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explanations. We thus need to now query whether revealed preference explanations
are sometimes good explanations.

To address this question, I will draw on a common criterion of explanatory
goodness. This criterion is generality. An idea going back to Hume is that causal
attributions should be general, that is, a description of a cause should represent those
properties of the cause that are shared by tokens of that type-level cause. If I observe
a number of differently colored bowling balls knock over some bowling pins, which
fall in the same manner regardless of the color of the impacting bowling ball, I should
not attribute “being blue” as a causally relevant property of the bowling ball. In other
words, causal attributions should abstract away from irrelevant details. A similar
principle holds for explanatory causal generalizations. A causal generalization is more
explanatory in virtue of being more general.8 This latter point is the point that I will
rely on in the defense of dispositional preference explanations.

To make the case that revealed preference explanations because they are more
general, it will be helpful to have a particular criterion of explanatory generality on
the table. Here I will look at invariance, or stability under certain types of changes to
the system or object that is the target of explanation (Mitchell 2009; Hitchcock and
Woodward 2003; Woodward 2003). Hitchcock and Woodward (2003) discuss a number
of ways that a generalization can be invariant. For present purposes, I will focus on
invariance under testing interventions.

Invariance under testing interventions is the key interventionist measure of
explanatory depth, according to Woodward (2003, 248) and Hitchcock and Woodward
(2003). Testing interventions are interventions that produce a change in the outcome
variable. An invariant explanatory generalization is one that holds (approximately)
under a large range or change in kind of testing interventions. Consider an
explanation of plant growth in terms of water and fertilizer. Such a generalization is
not very invariant, because testing interventions that change how the watered is
delivered, say, break the explanatory generalization. (Think about the explanatory
generalization “lemon trees grown indoor in pots grow inversely to the amount of
water and fertilizer” fares under the testing intervention of delivering all of the water
at the beginning or end of the growth time, for example.)

Let’s move to the argument that Schelling’s spatial proximity model can provide
good causal explanations, when judged against the criterion of whether the
explanations generated a model are invariant under a range of possible testing
interventions.

Here we quickly run into a potential problem. If “possibility” is understood as
physical possibility, as is common in the social sciences (Holland 1986), then there do
not seem to be any possible testing interventions on a behavioral disposition.
A testing intervention changes the value of the variable of interest while the values of

8 There is a vast literature on generality and explanation, especially as related to abstraction and to
explanatory depth (e.g., Godfrey-Smith 2009; Strevens 2011; Thomson-Jones 2005; Woodward 2003;
Hitchcock and Woodward 2000), and as related to questions about reduction in the sciences (e.g., Fodor
1975; Jackson and Pettit 1992; Putnam 1975; and Weslake 2010). Generality is often cashed out in terms of
abstraction, or the number of possible objects or systems to which the generalization applies. The
invariance criteria that I use in this section, however, embodies a different conception of generality than
abstraction (Hitchcock and Woodward 2003). Thank you to one of the anonymous reviewers for pushing
me to clarify this point.
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all other variables are held fixed. But, the objection goes, how would one do so for a
behavioral disposition? Many of the interventions on dispositional preferences, the
objection continues, are interventions on agents’ psychological states. However, it is
difficult to specify a psychological intervention that is nonbacktracking, holds the
values of other variables fixed, and changes all the agents’ behavioral disposition to
the same new behavioral disposition. One intervention, for example, could be a
comprehensive education program early in life that encourages positive associations
with outgroup members. An educational program, however, is extremely unlikely to
change all agents’ behavioral dispositions to the same alternative and hold all else
fixed. It could change some group member’s beliefs, lowering their preference
tolerance threshold; it could cement a negative association in others, raising their
preference tolerance threshold.

In response to this objection, I will adopt Woodward’s (2003, 52–53) account of the
notion of possibility at play: logical possibility. Woodward argues that this restriction
to physically possibly interventions excludes many claims that, on the face of it, seem
causal, such as an explanation of the effect of the position of the moon on the tides.
He argues that interventions need to be merely logically possible, and that the theory
can still generate well-defined interventions, supported by our ability to use the laws
of nature to reason about what would follow from logically possible interventions.

With the relevant interpretation of possibility in mind, we can now ask whether
the generalizations established by the spatial proximity model are invariant under
testing interventions. The answer is a fairly straightforward yes. How and why new
individuals from one group move into the neighborhood does not matter for the
explanatory generalization that relates the percentage of out-group members (cause)
and individual behavior to move or to stay in the neighborhood (effect). Thus, this
generalization is invariant under a range of testing interventions. The behavioral
disposition is also invariant under a range of testing interventions. We can imagine
holding other facts about agents fixed (their income level, liquidity constraints, etc.),
and consider a range of testing interventions that changes the agent’s behavioral
dispositions: conditioning them with positive rewards to raise their preference
tolerance threshold; implanting a new belief that it is desirable to live around a
certain percentage of cats; implanting a desire to live around a certain percentage of
out-group members; and so on. Because they are invariant under a range of testing
interventions, the explanations of segregation generated by Schelling’s spatial
proximity model are good explanations, according to the criterion of invariance
under testing interventions.9

By probing the model with counterfactual theories of explanation and explanatory
goodness in mind, we thereby get support for the claim that the model can be used to
generate good explanations of aggregate patterns of choices and their downstream
effects. This strategy of focusing on a model, however, also comes with a risk, as it
raises a serious objection. The model may seem to generate explanations but may not

9 This argumentative strategy is unlikely to convince someone who is skeptical of the existence of
robust causal relations in the social world that explain (e.g., Cartwright 1989). But, even for such a
skeptic, generalizations featuring behavioral preferences may explain just as well as generalizations
featuring psychological preferences, i.e., not very well at all. But the arguments here would still establish
the claim that they are on the same explanatory footing.
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in fact do so. Instead, it may provide a framework for formulating causal hypotheses,
as it posits causal relationships that may hold in only some background
circumstances, a fact that may or may not be specified by the model. A causal
hypothesis is then needed that specifies some background circumstances to explain
(Alexandrova 2008; Alexandrova and Northcott 2009). Models, the objection goes, can
provide some of the raw materials for explanations, but that more causal knowledge
is needed to construct explanations, knowledge that the models do not provide.

There are two ways to expand this objection. One might claim that Schelling’s
model does not on its own provide causal explanations, but that the conditions under
which a dispositional preference causes a certain equilibrium pattern of segregation
can be further specified to generate a causal explanation. This does not challenge the
arguments for the explanatory power of dispositional preferences; it instead
challenges the possibility to generate explanations from the model alone. But this
latter challenge does not impugn the argument that dispositional preferences can
explain well because the explanations are more general.

Another way to further specify the objection does challenge the arguments of
sections 3 and 4. According to this objection, Schelling’s model does not yet pick out a
causal explanatory relationship between preferences and aggregate outcomes.
It instead provides a schema that must be filled in by a psychological preference,
namely, a preference that causes the agent to move in line with the decision rule.
More generally, the objection states that the relationship of counterfactual
dependence between an agent’s behavioral disposition and outcomes cannot be
read back into the world. To convince this objector, we need to give them reason to
think that actual agents have robust behavioral dispositions that ground such an
invariant generalization and are themselves explanatory.

5. Difference making and multiple realizability
In the following text, I will argue that it does not always improve an explanation to
substitute a psychological preference for a dispositional preference when the
behavioral disposition is multiply realizable by different underlying psychological
mechanisms. And indeed, explanations that use behavioral preferences are better
than explanations in terms of the underlying realizers, either the realizers of the
behavioral disposition or the realizers of the causal relation.

The argument of this section is inspired by the methodological discussion in
Schelling (1971). Before laying out his model, Schelling sets up his modeling task: He
states what he aims to explain, which determines which features of the world he will
focus on and motivates some of his modeling choices in terms of properties of the
target systems. Schelling states that he is interested in “aggregate results that the
individual neither intends nor needs to be aware of, results that sometimes have no
recognizable counterpart at the level of the individual” (1971, 145).

Of course, it is the intentional actions of agents that gives rise to these aggregate
results—Schelling, and most other economists, are not metaphysical emergentists.
However, these aggregate results are better explained by dispositional than
psychological preferences because agents’ behavioral dispositions are multiply
realized by the underlying psychological states (Putnam 1975; Fodor 1975). As the
epigraph states (Schelling 1971, 146):
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What goes on in the “hearts and minds” of small savers has little to do with
whether or not they cause a depression. The hearts and minds and motives and
habits of millions of people who participate in a segregated society may or may
not bear close correspondence with the massive results that collectively they
can generate.

It is easy to dismiss Schelling as slightly confused here. Of course, what goes on the
“hearts and minds” of small savers has something to do with whether there is a
financial crisis, or whether people live in segregated communities. Unless one is a
strong emergentist, individual actions collectively produce these aggregate results.
However, I take Schelling’s point here to be one about multiple realizability. The
behavioral dispositions that produce individual choices in certain conditions—such
as living in a neighborhood surrounded by others that you identify as unlike you—are
multiply realizable by different types of psychological states. And the particular
causal relations are also “micro-realization robust,” for example, the causal relations
are robust to changes in the realizers (List and Spiekermann 2013). Together, these
two claims establish the superiority of high-level explanations in terms of a
dispositional preference, as it is at this level that the causes make a difference to the
effect.

Consider the first claim, that behavioral dispositions are multiply realizable by
underlying psychological realizers. This claim is plausible for the social systems
picked out by Schelling’s spatial proximity model. The agents may have racist
preferences; they may all prefer to live in a diverse neighborhood where the majority
of their neighbors are not group members, as long as at least 40% are; they may feel a
negative valence toward non-group members; and so forth. What makes a difference
to the pattern of segregation is not whether agents have any of those particular
mental states. Instead, the higher-level, behavioral preference is what makes a
difference.

Multiple realizability may be a more intuitive claim than micro-realization
robustness. Wouldn’t changes in the underlying realizers change the causal structure?
Here I will draw on an insight from Satz and Ferejohn (1994) to substantiate the claim
of microrealization robustness. They remark that “rational-choice explanations are
most plausible in settings in which individual action is severely constrained, and
thus where the theory gets its explanatory power from structure-generated interests
and not from actual individual psychology” (ibid. 72). In other words, individual
“preferences” are derived from the agent’s location in a social structure. In competitive
markets, for example, a firm’s preference to maximize profit is determined by
competitive market demands, the relationship to its creditors, the behavior of other
firms, and so on. In such contexts, it better captures the relevant causal structure to
interpret the preference as a structure-generated behavioral disposition that robustly
produces the right kinds of behavior for the firm to survive in a competitive market.

With this point in mind, we can now ask: Why might the behavioral disposition to
move when surrounded by a certain proportion of out-group neighbors be
microrealization robust? Schelling was writing in a society where individuals’
preferences about where to live were strongly shaped by group membership and
prevailing ideologies. Even if patterns of psychological dispositions changed, the
behavioral dispositions and attendant causal mechanisms that produce segregation
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would likely be robust against those changes, if the changes were caused by a stable
ideology and group identity (Cohen 2001; Mills 1997). This point is bolstered by
sociological approaches to studying discrimination, which focus on behavior and do
not assume a particular psychological mechanism (Pager and Shepherd 2008, 182).

So, we have one condition under which dispositional preference explanations are
good explanations: The disposition is multiply realizable, and the causal relation
between the disposition and the outcome of interest is microrealization robust.
A sociologist that observes patterns of racial segregation in a neighborhood, for
example, may find that the various individual choices to move neighborhoods are
made when individuals are surrounded by very few in group members. By contrast,
the individual psychological states that preceded agents’ choices to move may vary.
So, the more general, and thus the better, causal explanation gives information about
the agents’ behavioral dispositions. And reflection on the constraints that social
structures place on individuals, as well as the attendant ways that ideologies shape
their mental states, allows us to rebut the objection that the behavioral disposition
must be substituted by a psychological state to causally explain choice well.

This defense of dispositional explanations, though, raises the specter of another
objection. Why think that the higher-level realizer is a behavioral preference, rather
than a coarse-grained psychological state? The next section will deal with this
objection.

6. Psychological or behavioral dispositions?
There have been a number of important recent arguments against revealed
preference interpretations and in favor of a psychological interpretation of
preferences. One of the most important objections was posed by Hausman (2011),
who argued against the conceptual possibility of revealed preferences. Such an
argument needs to be countered if the previously mentioned strategy has any hope of
working.

Hausman (2011) argues against three different argumentative strategies that
proponents of revealed preferences might adopt. I will deal with one argumentative
strategy here, which challenges the interpretation of revealed preferences as
behavioral dispositions. Hausman argues that revealed preference explanations often,
if not almost always, make background assumptions about the agent’s belief states.
Take, for example, the Schelling spatial proximity model. for the model to be
predictively and explanatorily useful, the agents must be taken to have beliefs about
whether each of their neighbors is like them or not. These beliefs are part of the
background conditions that activate one of the disjuncts of the decision rule: Move if
the percentage of similar neighbors does not meet some threshold, or do not move it
the percentage does so. Agents who had no beliefs about the similarity of their
neighbors would not move or stay, and so the analysis of segregation in terms of
agent responses to the similarity of their neighbors would be false of these agents.

The second step of Hausman’s argument was mentioned in section 3. This second
step asserts that only psychological states, such as psychological preferences,
combine with beliefs to produce choice. One might worry that this assumption is
objectionably a priori. Shouldn’t we base our theorizing on what science teaches us
about the mental?
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Here, though, we run into a follow-up objection. The objector may grant this point,
but object that, according to a prominent theory of mind, dispositional preferences
are really coarse-grained mental states.10 Call this the functionalist objection. A
dispositional preference reliably produces an output behavior and mental state in
response to certain sensory inputs or environmental cues, as well as mental states.11

Functionalism, however, is an uneasy basis on which to make a strong case that
dispositional preferences are psychological. One compelling objection to functional-
ism is that it attributes mental states to agents that, intuitively, do not have mental
states (Block 1980; Schwitzgebel 2015).12 If functionalism is the best, or only, theory of
mind to account for behavioral preferences, this fact suggests that behavioral
preferences may not be mental states after all.

The second response is that even if one grants that agents with multiply realizable
behavioral preferences have a coarse-grained psychological disposition that causes
choice, this interpretation will not be plausible of all models utilizing behavioral
preferences to explain causally. In the final section, I argue for two further conditions
under which behavioral preferences explain choice: (1) that the disposition lies at the
interface of the agent and the environment, and (2) that the environment is highly
constraining.

7. Two further explanatory conditions
In some models, behavioral preferences refer to properties at the boundary of the
agent and the environment; thus, preferences cannot be cashed out in terms of the
agent’s psychology. This is the second condition under which behavioral preferences
explain. And sometimes the environment is so constraining that it is the major
determinant of choice; this is the third condition.

To motivate both conditions, I want to start us out with a parable from Herbert
Simon of an ant walking across a beach:

We watch an ant make his laborious way across a wind- and wave-molded beach.
He moves ahead, angles to the right to ease his climb up a steep dunelet, detours
around a pebble, stops for a moment to exchange information with a compatriot.
Thus he makes his weaving, halting way back to his home : : : . It is a sequence of
irregular, angular segments—not quite a random walk, for it has an underlying
sense of direction, of aiming toward a goal : : : . Viewed as a geometric figure, the
ant’s path is irregular, complex, hard to describe. But its complexity is really a
complexity in the surface of the beach, not a complexity in the ant. (Simon
1968, 51)

Why would Simon claim that the complexity is “really” a complexity in the surface of
the beach, not a complexity in the ant? Here there are two readings of the claim,
neither of which is friendly to a psychological account of behavioral preferences.

10 Thanks to Christian List for this objection.
11 To make sense of the environmental cues of the Schelling model, the view seems to require

so-called long arm functional theories; see Block (1990).
12 Schwitzgebel targets materialism, but his arguments apply equally well to functionalism. But note

that some functionalists may be willing to bite the bullet here (e.g., Pettit and List 2011).
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The first reading of the claim is that it is difficult for the scientist to locate the
relevant property as definitively within or outside of the agent. Simulations are used
in the social sciences when scientists cannot analytically separate the properties of
the agent from properties of the environment. One such example are agent-based
models of financial markets, which make minimal assumptions about human behavior
to, for example, explain financial bubbles and crashes (Farmer and Foley 2009). One
account of why minimal behavioral rules are apt to model market dynamics is that
the information is “in the market,” and prices drive individual behavior by acting as
signals that do not require agents to represent all the aggregated information to act
on it (Hayek 1948, ch. 4; Satz and Ferejohn 1994). Of course, the agents have to have
experience in the environment, such that a behavioral response is reliably cued by the
environment (Kahneman and Klein 2009). In such cases, scientists tend to attribute
the relevant behavioral cause to the intersection of the agent and the environment.
This indicates that it is a behavioral disposition, not individual psychology, that
causes the phenomena of interest.

A second reading of the claim that the complexity is “really” complexity in the
beach is that the environment constrains the individual to such a degree that their
individual psychology does not matter causally, given that the agent has certain goals.
If the ant, for example, has certain navigational capabilities and familiarity with the
environment, as well as the goal to arrive home safely, then we can explain its
behavior in terms of the causal properties of the environment. We can felicitously
describe the agent as having a robust behavioral disposition that allows her to achieve
those goals, in light of the constraining environment. Psychology, again, is beside the
point, as long as it does not alter the agent’s goal or undermine her capacity to
interact with her environment.13

Under what conditions do either of those interpretations of Herbert’s parable
make sense? For example, why is it felicitous to idealize away the decision procedures
of agents, or focus on the causal powers of the environment? Here we can draw on
another insight of Simon’s: that our environments are designed. In other words, our
environments are often the product of human intentions to produce external
conditions that facilitate the achievement of some goal. Simons further held that the
behavior of agents is largely determined by the environment, if their cognitive
system—or, more generally, “inner” system—is adapted to that environment. If the
latter assumption is true of designed systems, this vindicates a focus on modeling
the causal powers of the environment. It also may explain why it is difficult to
analytically separate properties of the agent’s cognition and the environment: The
latter has been designed to facilitate agential activity in pursuit of a goal, and the
activity can often be easier to model than that cognition itself. Thus, sometimes, what
the modeler is interested in studying is at the border of the agent and her environment,
and they can capture system dynamics well by ignoring cognitive complexity.

Thus, not all cases of modeling with behavioral dispositions are cases of multiple
realizability. So, not all dispositional preferences can be interpreted as coarse-grained
psychological states.

13 This defense is similar in spirit to Haslanger’s (2016) contrastive defense of structural explanations.
When a contrastive explanation assumes that agents have certain mental states, then the explanation
may explain behavior entirely in terms of social structures.
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8. Conclusion
This article mounted a defense against the causal explanation objection to revealed
preference approaches. I argued that behavioral dispositions are sometimes causes,
according to counterfactual accounts of causation. Furthermore, behavioral
preferences can be part of good explanations—indeed, in cases of multiple
realizability, they may sometimes be better than explanations that appeal to
psychological preferences.

This general lesson fits well with a common defense of classical rational choice
theory, premised on the grounds that economists are often interested in explaining
aggregate outcomes that emerge from human interaction, such as stock market
crashes and segregation. A common style of such a defense is to argue that
explanations of these aggregate outcomes assume preferences; so, they do not
explain. Instead, the explanatory work is done by social facts, such as the agent’s
budget constraints and incentives. This defense accepts the causal explanation
objection and denies that behavioral preferences causally explain agents’ choices.
By contrast, a better response is to grant that social facts are important to explain
aggregate outcomes that result from human interaction but push back on the
assumption that behavioral preferences do not play some role in the explanation.
In the Schelling model, social facts about an agent’s environment, particularly the
composition of one’s neighborhood, are important in explaining aggregate outcomes.
But individuals’ behavioral dispositions to move under certain conditions are also
important to produce aggregate patterns of segregation. Examples such as Schelling’s
spatial segregation model thus show that individual-level facts are indeed important
in causally explaining an aggregate outcome, but they are facts about individual-level
behavior, rather than mental states.

The arguments of this article also fit into a larger discussion of a seeming tension
within economic methodology. On the one hand, economists put a lot of weight on the
demand for microfoundations in terms of individual beliefs and preferences. On the
other hand, economists also insist that they aim to explain aggregate patterns
that are compatible with a wide variety of irrational or random behavior by
individuals, and that structural factors, such as budget constraints, are explanatorily
more important than individual preferences. Like Lehtenin and Kuorikoski (2007),
I think that the resolution of this tension sometimes involves understanding the
demand for microfoundations in terms of patterns in individual behavior, rather than
psychological preferences.
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